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Election To Proceed
By Steve Shoup
The election for Associated Students of the University ofNew Mexico president, vice president and
senators posts will be held Wednesday, but chances are ''very, very
slim" that budget items will be included in balloting, said ASUNM
President Dan Serrano.
At issue is the conflict over next
year's budget, which has yet to be
signed by Serrano. Vice President
Marvin "Swede'' Johnson said in a
letter to Serrano the election will not
be held if the budget is not signed by
noon today.
Johnson also said he will ask the
UNM Printing Plant not to print
"any ballot that does not have the
complete budget material and the Jist
of candidates."
Serrano said if the plant does not
-~print the ballots, he will authorize
Diane Sewell
the ASUNM Duplicating Center to
The UNM cement boat, the Water Wolf, forges ahead of New Mexico State during Saturday's print them.
co-ed heat of the fastest concrete canoe. The purpose of the race was to test theories of
''As of this moment, my intention
engineering. It was sponsored by the American Society of Civil Engineers. New Mexico State is to go on with the election,'' Serrano said Sunday afternoon.
was the overall winner.

He said a special election will be
held later so students may vote on
budget items once a compromise
budget is reached between the senate
and himself.
According to the ASUNM constitution, the budget should be completed by the ninth week of the
semester and an election held no later than the 12th week, which begins
next Monday.
·
The ASUNM constitution is similar to a contract with the administration, Johnson said, and ASUNM has
"violated" the budget schedule.
"We have guaranteed them we
will not interfere as long as they do
what they say they'll do," Johnson
said. "The University reserves the
right to make sure the process is followed."
Johnson said a regular and a special election would cost $6,400, and
he will authorize only enough
money for one election, about
$3,200.

Serrano said he is dissatisfied

with the budget passed by the senate
because it "mortally wounds"
ASUNM executive agencies.

Co-op Offers Students Skills, Money
OW/ Talk Given

Process Examined
By Maria DeVarenne

The test results plus the blood
alcohol content are used in court
Swerving inconsistently down to determine which program an
the street, an empty Jack Daniels offender belongs in.
bottle on the floor, red lights and
All offenders are sent to DWI
a blaring siren - the fear of a school.
OWl arrest.
Haralson said speakers and
What happens during and after films are used at OWl school to
you're arrested for driving while make offenders more aware of
intoxicated was discussed Friday the relationship between alcohol,
during the University of New age groups and accidents.
Mexico's Alcohol Awareness
Bloss said treatment is recomDay.
mended for 85 percent of the
Suzanne Bloss, clinical spe- offenders.
cialist for the National Council
Treatment includes confidenfor Alcoholism Screening Service, said when you're stopped tial interviews with the offender,
by _the police and suspected of another family member and a cliDWI, the officer will either take nical specialist to determine the
you to jail or to a Breath Alcohol severity of the alcohol problem.
Test mobile, where the alcohol
The offender is ordered to
content in your blood will be attend an in-patient program or
tested.
an out-patient program dependAlbuquerque patrol officer ing the problem's severity.
Thomas Haralson said the preIn-patient treatment requires
sumed intoxicated level is t .0 institutionalized care for a threepercent.
to-four week period. Out-patient
He said the percentage of alco- care allows the offender to rehol present in a person's blood ceive treatment on a daily basis.
depends on his weight and rate of
Lovelace Medical Center
metabolism. It usually takes one
CareUnit
nurse Karen Bartness
hour for an ounce of alcohol to
metabolize through the body's said the programs are designed
"to detox p(ltients who are either
system, Haralson said.
drinking
or in a period of
Bloss said the alcohol content
test can show a person's toler- sobriety.''
She said the programs also
ance level to alcohol.
''If the level is high, it is a big change the patient's behavior
warning that an alcohol problem patterns to try to eliminate his
dependency on alcohol.
is starting, 11 Bloss said.
..If an offender docsn 't compAfter a OWl arrest, the offender is sent through a National ly or go for treatment, he can be
Council for Alcoholism OWl senttojail for90days, fined up to
$500 or both,'' Bloss said.
screening process.
An offender can also lose his
Bloss said two objective
driver's
license for up to a year.
tests ~ the Risk of Alcoholism
Bloss said the screening progProfile and the Mortimer Filkins
Test - are given by a clinical ram is cpmpletely independent
because it is funded strictly by the
specialist.
. Both surveys test for a problem DWI offenders.
Each offender pays $85 for the
drinker or a high-risk OWl reDWi screening process.
peater.

By Eric Keszler
If you're a student interested in a
career in air traffic control, you can
gain experience and earn money in
the field while in college.
The Federal Aviation Administration established a co-op program to
give college students a background
in air traffic control before entering a
formal training program.
A Thursday night orientation included talks by Tom Patt, personnel
officer of Albuquerque Air Route
Traffic Control Center, and Donald
Kozlowski, supervisor at Albuquerque Flight Service Center.
''The co-op program is important
in building a deep foundation of
knowledge about air traffic control," Patt said.
He said the FAA co-op program is
relatively new. "Air traffic control
does not really have an academic

discipline related to it. The co-op is
an important means of getting good,
qualified students into the field,'' he
said.
After graduation, students attend
the FAA Air Traffic Control
Academy in Oklahoma City for two
years.
The "wash-out" rate at the
academy is 50 percent for students
"!ho were not in the co-op program,
Patt said, but co-op students have an
80 percent success rate.
Co-op applicants must have 15
hours of college credit toward an
associate degree or 60 hours toward
a bachelor's degree. To be accepted,
the student must also pass the Air
Traffic Controller's written exam,
medical exam and suitability and
security investigations.
Bachelor degree students must
also be seeking job-related degrees.
These include mathematics, busi-

ness administration, physical sciences, engineering, geography and
cartography.
Other acceptable majors not
offered at UNM include geodesy,
communication science systems,
aeronautic science, aviation and air
traffic control.
There are no degree requirements
for associate degree students.
Patt said the co-op has "never
failed to place anybody in a career.''
The air traffic control field involves three different entities. The
flight service station briefs pilots on
weather conditions and advises on
flight plans. The tower controls aircraft taking off and landing. The
center controls aircraft during flight.
A typical co-op schedule starts
with a work session of 28 weeks.
The student does not attend school at
this time. The first seven to 10 weeks

continued on page 3

Scott Caraway

Although this car hasn't quite reached the no parking zone, it already has a citation on the
windshield- ff not for improper parking, at least for bad brakes.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

All Legislative Seats Open
SANTA FE
Candidates
~lwuld swamp the Secretary of
Statl~·s office this week filing for the
more than I 00 positions up for grabs
this election.
A provision of the reapportionment plan drafled after the 1980 census means :dl I 12 legislative offices
will be included in the June 5 primary aH well as multi-county district
judges and attorneys.
The reapportionment plan also
may mean the primary 11nd Tuesday's filing deadline could be delayed.
Minority groups and the U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, challenged the reapportionment on the grounds it disenfranchises minority voters.
In 1982, U1c primary was delayed
until August and the House and Senate plans were redrafted because of
the suit, but a subsequent two-yearold challenge to the second House
plan has yet to be decided, and the
opponents arc asking for an injunc·
tion against anything leading to a
primary.
The federal panel reviewing the
reappmtionment suit has not held a
hearing on the injunction request,
leaving the question up in the air.
In the meantime, candidates are
preparing for the race to run on time
and even though official filing has
not taken place, most political
obscrvors have some idea who will
make the trip to the Bureau of Elections Tuesday through announcements and rumors.
At least nine incumbent legisla·
tors have announced they will not
seck re-election, either for personal
reasons or because they hope to cap·
ture a higher office.
In the House, Judy Pratt of Albuquerque is hoping to become the

Democratic nominee for the C. S.
Senate po.~ition held by Pete Domenici and Democrat Ted Asbury, also
of Albuquerque, is after the congressional ~cat held by Rep. Manuel Lujan, the eight-term incumbent Republican representing the mostly
Bernalillo County dbtrict.
Rep. Jim Gonzales, a freshmen
Democrat from Albuquerque, has
decided to switch chambers and will
be running for the Senate this year.
Republican Reps. Boyd Scott of
Farmington and Stephen Kennedy
of Gallup also have announced they
will not run again.
Joe Mercer, Senate Minority
Leader, andScns. Lamar Gwaltney.
D-Las Cruces, Harry McAdams, DHobbs, Ed McGough, R-Placitas,
and Ken Schlientz, R· Tucumcari
have said they will not be back next
year.
Sen. Micky Barnett, the Republican that moved to Albuquerque but
maintains a house and his voter registration in Portales, is not expected
back either, but has not made a formal announcement. Neither have
Scns. Lois Hall, R-Albuquerque,
Billy McKibben, R-Lovington, or
Jack Morgan, R-Farrnington.
A number of incumbents
apparently will be given free rides
back to the state capitol. No names
have begun to circulate as challengers for the positions held by seven
senators, including Sen. Emilio
Naranjo, the head of the powerful
Rio Arriba County Democratic
machine, Senate Majority Leader
Mike Alarid of Albuquerque and
Senate Majority Whip Tom Rutherford of Albuquerque.
House members may have some
free rides as well, with no challenges
issued yet tor 29 of the scats.

Cheerleader,
Chaparral
and Mascot
Tryouts!
for the 1984-85 season

Bitter Feud Persists During Debate
NEW YORK ·~Walter Moodale and Gary Hart slugged it out
for another hour in a televised
debate Sunday as the Democratic
front-runners battled for votes in
the closing hours before Tuesday's key New York primary.
Mondale took the offensive in
the debate, while Hart contended
that New Yorkers arc fed up with
his constant attacks. Jesse Jackson, still trying to play peacemaker in the Democratic contest,
at one point accused his rivals of·
ignoring him.
The ABC·Washington Post
poll, which h1:1s a good track record so far in the campaign, said
Sunday the former vice president
has a lead in New York, where
252 national convention delegates are at stake.
It gave Mondale 41 percentt
Hart 28 percent and Jackson 21
percent, with a margin of error of
6 percent.
But even more important than
a popular vote victory in New
York is the battle for delegates.
The latest United Press International delegate count gives Mondale 728 of the I,967 needed for
nomination while Hart has 440
and Jackson 10 I. There are 325
uncommitted.
Following the debate, Moodale headed for Buffalo, the

dale campaign) went totally
negative."
Mondale accused Hart of
switching to favor moving the
U.S. Embassy in Israel from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem only to cater to
the heavy Jewish vote in New
York.
"He transferred that embassy
to Jerusalem the same time he
transferred his headquarters from
Chicago to New Yark,'' Moodale said.
Hart replied, "The voters of
New York State are fed up with
this. They're fed up with this
penny ante, picky business,
when they know Walter Mondale
and I are equally committed to
the survival of Israel."
Jackson said when the two
candidates argued on who would
more quickly withdraw Americans from Central America they
tried to ignore him.
"They do not have any right to
go back on this issue again and
ignore me," he said, calling the
debate an "attempt to neglect my
presence. "
"I have a Central American
position also," Jackson said. "I
want to be tolerated, I want to be
respected and I want to be
heard."

Israeli Shelling Ends Peace Along Syrian Border
BEIRUT, Lebanon- Israeli
gunners shelled positions in Syrianheld eastern Lebanon Sunday, ending months of quiet along the tense
(sraeli-Syrian confrontation lines in
the Bekaa valley, rightwing Christinn Radio and Israeli authorities
said.
Christian Voice of Lebanon
Radio reported Israeli tanks were
"violently shelling Syrian positions" in the Bekaa valley about 25
miles southeast of the Lebanese
capital.
In Tel Aviv, an Israeli military
spokesman confirmed the reports of
shelling, and said that in a separate

IN.}'JTATION

incident, guerrillas sent two
Katyusha rockets crashing into the
village of Aadysc, some 2 miles
north of the Israeli border settlement
of Misgav Am.
The .Israeli spokesman identified
the Bekaa targets only as "terrorist
command posts that serve as staging
areas and departure points" for
attacks on Israeli occupation forces
in southem Lebanon,
There was no immediate report on
casualties in the Bekaa, where
Syria's air force lost nearly 100
planes in dogfights with Israeli jet
fighters during Israel's 1982 invasion of Lebanon.
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Special Guest Speaker
Monday Night at the
Unlvenhy Arena
"The Pit.,·
April 2, 1984

Applications Due
Today!
For more information
call the Dean of Students Office
at 277-3361.
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second largest pocket of Democratic votes in the state and a steel
town where he is expected to do
well among the heavy union and
ethnic vote.
Hart went running in Central
Park with supporters and scheduled a fund-raising dinner with
John Denver, Hal Linden, Marlo
Thomas and author Stephen
King.
For the first 20 minutes of the
debate on WNBC, Hart and
Mondale tried to get along, but
they soon started fighting again
on Central America ;md other key
issues that have made their campaign a bitter feud in recent
weeks.
Mondale complained about a
Hart te)evison advertisement
"accusing me of wanting to kill
people in Central America."
"When you go beyond the
facts to say things of that kind, I
think it is negative, it is personal,
it is inaccurate, and it raises con·
cerns that are totally unjustified," Mandate said.
Hart replied that Mondale is
lashing out now that he no longer
has a clear shot at the Democratic
nomination.
"The fact of the matter, and
Fritz knows it, is within hours if
not days of our upset victory in
New Hampshire ... (the Mon-

7:30p.m.
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Besides the daylong anillery exchanges in the Shouf, the Christian
Phalange party radio also reported
shelling of the Christian residential
areas of Mansouriyeh and Broumana in the Metn mountains east of
Beirut.
The Green Line separating Christian cast Beirut and the mostly Moslem western half was open to traffic,
with 40 French military observers
helping 300 hand-picked Moslem
and Christian police to patrol the
only open road between the two
sides.
The police force replaced the
1,250 French peace-keeping troops,
who ended their 19-month mission
Saturday. The U.S., British and Ita·
Han contingents of the four-nation
force withdrew from Beirut in
February after Moslem rebels drove
the Christian-led Lebanese army
from west Beirut.
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Focus

Grad Students Vie for Post As Head of Organization
Today marks the beginning of
four days of voting by graduate students to elect a new Graduate Silldent Association president. Tile
GSA president helps develop policy,
appoints committee members, acts
as a non-voting member of the
Board of Regents and chairs the
GSA Finance committee, sm•s current GSA Presidem Marie Mound.
The polls are open from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. today through Thursday. The
following profiles are based on
questionnaires filled out by the
candidates,

John Hooker, 27, is a graduate
student in architecture, civil engineering/construction management.
Hooker has attended the University of New Mexico since fall 1981.
He completed his undergraduate
work in Claremont, Calif., and received a bachelor of science degree
in engineering from Harvey Mudd
College in 1978.
Hooker says he wants to be GSA

president because he wants to work
for the continued evolution of the
University.
"I have a hope that the University
will continue to evolve as an institution, building upon its strengths as a
community of sh<~ring and learning.
I will gain by its growth. and as GSA
president I can more effectively
work for that evolution."
The most pressing needs of graduates are ''the services which mak<: it
possible for us to pursue our work."
These services, he says, include
good libraries and facilities, health
and mental health care, child care,
night and extension courses, job
placement and ''access to adequate
financial aid."
Hooker cites his two years of experience as GSA school of
architecture representative as being
helpful should he be elected. He
says he worked during the recent
legislative session, lobbying for lib·
rary funding.
On the role of GSA, Hooker says,
"GSA must speak out more about

Orange Man-Apes Studied
Dr. Birute Galdikas, adjunct
associate professor in the University
of New Mexico anthropology department, will make an .illustrated
presentation at 8 p. m today in
Woodward Hall Room 101 on
''Orange Man-Apes of Borneo
Forests: The Orangutan-Human
Connection.''
For the past J2 years, Galdikas
has studied the behavior and ecology
of orangutans in the jungles of Kalimantan, Indonesia. The orange ape
'of Borneo, known locally as the
"Person of the Forest," is the most
endangered of all the close human
relatives.
In 1971, Galdikas was recruited
by L.S.B. Leakey to study this great
ape in its native habitat in Borneo.
Since then, she has rehabilitated
orangutans that were illegally held
captive, with one young female
eventually giving birth in the wild.
Admission at the door will be $4
for adults and $2 for students, children and senior citizens. Proceeds
will be used by the department to
sponsor future lectures in primatology and paleoanthropology.

Co-op--7

continued from page

are spent in the classroom, and the
rest is spent in the flight center where
the student is assigned to a group of
controllers for training.
The program involves an alternating of school and work.
Interviews for the program will be
held Wednesday. Interested students should apply before then
through the UNM cooperative
education program in Mesa Vista
Hall Room 2110 or call 277-6568.
The cooperative education program also has positions for students
interested in accounting, business
computers, science, humanities and
social sciences.

For more information, call the
UNM anthropology department at
277-4524.

Input Sought
On Proposed
Sculpture
The campus planning committee is considering erecting a large
sculpture on the west end of
Smith Plaza and wants input from
the University community on the
proposed work.
The sculpture being discussed
is a 28V2-foot high, 60-foot long,
prism-shaped construct that
would be situated between Zimmerman Library and the Humanities Building. The outside slopes
would be ~overed with 18-inchhigh steps, and the inside would
be hollow, lit with yellow lights.
The "abstract stadium" was
designed by New Mexico artist
Bruce Nauman, said Peter
Briggs, UNM art museum registrar.
The planing committee will
meet at 4 p.m. today in the
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall.

issues wtucb affect us and about
ourselves and our work here."
Graduates should vote for him because "I have dedicated myself as
president of the Graduate
Architecture Students group to enhance our program here." He adds
that he has developed a lunchtime
film and speakers series.

John Hooker
His accomplishments at the end of
a hypothetical term would be that
"GSA will be a more credible and
forceful member of the University
community.''
Dennis Montoya, 30, has been at
the UNM law school for two years,
having earned his bachelor's degree
from New Mexico Highlands University.
Montoya says he wants to be GSA
president because as president of the
Mexican American Law Students
Association, he found that many
needs of graduates "transcend
ethnic boundaries." He says that as
a law student, he is a trained advocate and offers this and administrative services to graduates,
The most pressing need of graduate students is the problem with
funding for the Child Care Co-op.
"GSA must lobby and exert its influence to ensure ongoing and wellfunded day-care programs for student parents," Montoya says.
GSA should ensure "institutional
sensitivity" to the needs of nontraditional students, such as women
and minorities, he adds.
Montoya says his experience as
Seattle community health program
supervisor and as MALSA president
will help him if he isclected. He was
also a member of the student affairs
committee and is a member of the
Delta Theta Phi law fraternity,
Of changes needed in the role of
GSA, Montoya says the GSA presi-

dent and council should get more
directly involved in the graduate student community. This would result
in a ''more cohesive GSA, better
able to advocate for and serve the
graduate student community.''
Because he was a medical student
at the University of Washington
from I 975 to 1978 and is now a law
student, Montoya says he has experienced graduate life at two universities.
When his term ends, GSA will
have a "well-thought and -planned
day-care policy," an extensive outreach service to graduates and better
communication between GSA and
department heads, Montoya says.
Manuel Romero, 32, is working
toward a doctorate in political science, emphasizing international and
ethnic politics. He earned a bachelor's degree in political science at
the University of Utah and has been
at UNM since August 1983.
Romero says he wants to be GSA
president because he wants to help
alleviate as many as possible of the
''unnecessary burdens'' facing
graduates. He says he had to drop
out of school and save money between his undergraduate and graduate work.

Manuel Romero
and financial needs," Romero says.
Internships, research, graduate and
teaching assistantships should be increased so graduates can stay in
school and can compete for jobs. A
job placement service should be
established, he adds.
His experience at the University
of Utah as an intern in public administration, political campaigns and
the state Legislature will helpful if
he is elected, Romero says. His
advocacy of civil and student rights
"set the path for the increased student involvement today."
Changes in the role of GSA he
would like to sec arc increasing the
visibility and credibility of that organization.
Romero describes himself as
"assertive, experienced and diplomatic.'' These qualities will be
"crucial" in dealing with legislators, administrators and students.
Although methods of student
advocacy have changed since the
70s, Romero says his commitment
to educational opportunity for students has not changed.

Dennis Montoya
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"It's very unfortunate when one
is forced to leave school because of
financial reasons, never knowing if
you will return. I want to be president to reduce the drop-out rate of
graduate students."
The most pressing necessities of
graduate students are "resources
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By Ray Garcia, GSA Representative, ASM,
and John Hooker, President, Graduate Architecture Students Assoc.
In the next three months, the regents are going to choose a new
president for the University. In the next year, the governor Is going to
consider who will fill two positions on the UNM Board of Regents. At
the moment, the students have no official say in these selections. As
graduate students, let us make some suggestions and ask some
possible questions of our regents and our governor in an open letter.
To .All: In consideration of
these fine individuals whom you
are considering for positions of
utmost importance for the character and morale of our University community, may we ask, do
they care about the quality of the
education offered by our University to the citizens of our state,
or are they political friends who
expect a quid pro quo?
In
case of the regents, we understand that there are political
considerations, but as students we want these considerations to be
balanced with qualifications: academic degrees, awareness of the
underfunding of our libraries and faculty, professional experience
(athletic background, optional). In the case of the president, we need a
charismatic leader who is willing and able to stand up for the rights of
students, faculty and the administration alike. The new president
must be able to work with the other university administrations in our
state. The Council of University Presidents can be a vital tool in
attaining the goals of higher education.
Our final question: will these people come to us on occasion to talk
to us and listen to us, or will we have to go to them as supplicants? Do
they want to deal with students and faculty or would they rather we
stay out of. their offices while they take care of the problems of the
University? Do they believe that students and faculty should have a
real voice in the University or do they believe that we should be given
hollow titles and powerless positions to keep us busy? We think these
people should be concerned with us as graduate and undergraduate
students. After all, we are the reason the University is here. We are the
future.
We feel it is the duty of the current regents to solicit input from the
graduate students as to the the desired traits to be looked for in a new
president. The current GSA president is willing to put time into the
presidential search. We hope that we will be given ample opportunity
for input.

The following is the first in a fivepart series critiquing rock magazines.
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HACK WITH IT

By Lydia Piper
Genna get my picture on the cover.
Genna buy five copies for my
mother.
Gonna see my smiling face
on the cover of the Rolling
Stone.-Dr. Hook and the Medicine Show.

These magazines are one extreme
in music publications. Rock Line
and Rock are never critical of the
bands they cover except, possibly,
in record reviews. Their main purpose is to provide details - favorite
colors, cars, girls and food - for
the fantasies of young teenage girls.
Each issue comes with several fullcolor pinups.
Nancie Martin, editor of Rock,
said the majority of the magazine's

----Letters---Candidate's History Recalled

Editor:

Student Input Necessary
For Intelligent Selection

Rock Magazines Invade Newsstands

....------~...,
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Action Proves Point
Graduate students have three worthy presidential candidates to
choose from in this election. Answers to a Daily Lobo questionnaire
(see page 3) reveal a variety of experience and interests among John
Hooker, Dennis Montoya and Manuel Romero.
Although each candidate has something to recommend him, John
Hooker shows greater breadth in his concerns for GSA, and has
proved his concerns through action. In his second bid for GSA president, Hooker acknowledges the interdependence of factors involved
in providing graduate students an accessible and meaningful education: good libraries and facilities, health and mental health care, child
care, night and extension courses, job placement and "access to
adequate and financial aid." In lobbying for library funds at the Legisl·
ature this year, Hooker has put his money where his mouth is. Concerned GSA students should do the same by voting for the most
qualified and demonstrably concerned candidate, John Hooker.

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

Instead of running for ASUNM president, Ron
Pacheco should be made to account for his role in
past administrations. He led a bitter and unethic·
al smear campaign against Frank Parks. Last fall,
Pacheco (failed aspirant for the chairmanship of
ASUNM·PEC, as well as fired PEC member) used
his position as ASUNM senator to attack his former employer. As for Pacheco's role in the PEC of
1982-1983, he stood by silently while the later
fired chairman lost $50,00 of our money.
What about the role he played as senate pro·
tem last fall? Under his leadership, while the
Board of Regents usurped student rights, the
senate was busily concerning itself with the U.S.
invasion of Grenada. Nero fiddling while Rome
burned. This alone shows the possible future

face of a Pacheco administration.
And why is his campaign stafffilled with several perennial ASUNM groupies? His campaign
manager Ray Garcia, loser in the 1981 ASUNM
presidential election, is not even an undergraduiJte. Others, such as Drew Richman and Clarence
Montoya, are members of the PEC in exile that
has done so much to create the huge deficits we
now face. Mr. Pacheco and his supporters represent the old and failed way of conducting
ASUNM's business.
The issue for students to consider in this election is who is to lead? Is Mr. Pacheco fit to clean
up the mess he helped create? He is not, and a
review of his record in student government is a
review of mistakes we need to avoid In the future.
Beverly Akil}

Actions Contradict Words
Editor:
I agree with the ideas behind Mr. Pacheco's (March 28) letter. He
advocates a fair budget hearing for all groups. I, however, must point
out the contradictions within this argument. As a senior senator last
fall, Mr. Pacheco sponsored and railroaded 15 appropriation bills
through the ASUNM senate. These spending bills included the creation of two assistant attorney generals and two presidential aides for
current President Dan Serrano's office. I must say this semester's
hearings were more appropriate than those led by our free-spending
Mr. Pacheco.
We must remember who helped ensure (the ASUNM) deficit, and,
at the same time, created non-essential positions in the president's
office. Mr. Pacheco, please refrain from criticizing a process which
you have so blatantly abused in the past.
David Proper
ASUNM Senator

Letter's Personal Attack 'Asinine'
Editor:
Jim Sode's letter on March 29 is a personal attack on Ron Pacheco's
character, and is uncalled for and asinine. Mr. Sode, after realizing no
one in their right mind would vote for him in a presidential campaign
(or any other campaign for that matter), should withdraw his name
from the ballot. He seems to be bent on resorting to infantile tactics to
sabotage this year's election. His immature actions are bound to
harm the integrity of the student body as a whole.
If Mr. Sode had ever taken advantage of the convenient student
services (Travel Center, Duplicating Center or Textbook Co-op) that
he condemned, he would realize the importance of their presence to
the UNM community.

He Crusades
For 'Good'

Dr. Hook did get his face on the
cover of the Rolling Stone and so
have many other musicians. At one
time, Rolling Stone was considered
the authority on rock 'n' roll.
Times have changed, however,
and now Rolling Stone is in competition with dozens of music publications all bidding for the attention of
zealous rock fans and connoisseurs
of popular music. It would not be
unusual today to hear a group say it
would rather get on the cover of
Musician or Record.
In any well-stocked newsstand, a
person can find at least 15 magazines which cover rock music. But
this is not to say that all these publications are the same. In fact, there
are four distinct categories of rock
magazines, each having its own
objectives and approach to music.
The first category is the .. teeny
hopper" magazine, such as 16
Magazine and Tiger Beat. Although
these two publications have traditionally covered entertainment
heartthrobs, in the past few years,
both have come out with magazines - Rock Line and Rock, respectively - which strictly cover
rock 'n' roll personalities.

J
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Editor:

j'

Elizabeth Salimbeni and
Peter Bakewell, in their March
26 letter, find fault with U.W.
Weeks' use of the expression,
"we did about as good as we
could have done."
I am a zealous crusader on
behalf of correct grammar,
but here Mr. Weeks is in the
right, not the letter-writers. If
they would consult the entry
under "good" in Webster's

New Collegiate Dictionary,

they would discover that it is
perfectly proper to use
"good" in an adverbial sense
in the expression "'as good,'
with a following 'as' express·
ed or implied, equally well."
Our newspapers and scholarly journals provide plenty
oftargetsforsarcastic seekers
of solecisms, with no need to
harass an innocent victim.
Warren Smith

readers are 15-ycar-old girls. But
like Rock Line, Rock docs not. use
bylines with the stories, Martin said,
because it destroys the fantasy the
articles are trying to create.
One publication, which is more
advanced than Rock Line and Rock,
is Rock Magazine. This magazine
does use bylines, and its articles are
less fevered than the other two. But
again, the main objective is to provide personal details of the rock stars
about which it is writing.
"Two-thirds of our readers are
females," said Jeffery JolsonColbum, editor of Rock Magazine,
"They are not interested in what
kind of guitar pick Eddie Van Halcn
uses."
The second category, which includes such magazines as CircUS',
Hit Parader and Creem, attempt to
provide a type of month-to-month
coverage of popular bands, often
following the groups on tours.
In a way, these magazines cater to
the fantasies of young male teenagers between 15 and 20 who would
like nothing better than to be a rock
star- or have what rock stars
have- and thrive on any infonnation that might help them reach their

D. Gentry

goals.
The articles are usually in a news
story format, rarely going into
depth, choosing instead to provide
simple profiles and discuss current
topic~ like new records, tours and
controversies surrounding a band.
These magazines will examine a
group's motives more closely than
the first category and will bring to
light questionable practices, But
they still tend to exalt rather than
judge or put down a band in any
way.
"We treat it as news and utilize
basic journalistic principles of reporting, •' said derald Rothberg,
editor of Circus. "If a writer is critical of a group, he should look
further and try and find what works
with a band, then compare the two. I
would rather throw out a story than
print it in a negative way."
Offshoots of this category are
such magazines as Guitar Plaver
and Drummer which have specific
topics and are directed at the struggling young musician. However,
these magazines cover the technical
end of music and go into more detail
on the backgrounds of the personalities they cover.
The readers of these magazines
would be interested in what kind of
pick Eddie Van Halen uses.
The third category includes magazines such as Musician and Record.
These publications take a "serious"
look at music and the people who
create it. The average age of the
readership is between 18 and 30.
"We want to know what makes
these people tick, •' said David
McGee, editor of Record. "We
want to know what's going on in
their lives outside the arena of rock
and how that affects their music."
Vic Garbarini, executive editor of
Musician, agreed that the articles in
his publication go beyond the typical
''so-what's-your-new-album-like''
interview.
"I'm interested in the dynamics
of the group," he said. •'What does
Boy George represent in a anthropological sense? What is the current
movement in music?''
Rolling Stone stands alone in the
last category. It takes a "critical"
look at ntusic and can be considered
the other extreme in music publications.
Jim Henke, music editor of Roll·
ing Stone, describes the style as
''probing deeply into the subject."
Because of this, the magazine has
gained a reputation of "exposing"
and ''breaking the myth" of popular
trends.
Although. the magazine began as
strictly a music publication, it has
since incorporated politics, sports
and movies into irs pages. Henke
said many of its readers are people
who grew up with the magazine.
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UNM Nets Two Wins,
Gains National Ranking
N~w Mexico's men's tennis
team, expected to be in a rebuild·
ing year, instead has become the
first tennis team in UNM history
to be runked in the top 20.
It holds position 19.
The Lobos demonstrated they
were not about to become complacent, destroying Odessa
Junior College, 8-l, and New
Mexico State, 9-0, Friday and
Saturday at the Lobo Tennis
Complex.
Lobo Coach Dave Geatz said,
"This week shows how far our
team has come. Two years ago,
New Mexico State beat us, 6-3,
and we finished fourth in the
Western Athletic Conference for
the third year in a row. There's no
wny we're going to finish in
fourth place ever again."
()cat:~: said his team does not
have one outstanding player everyone is close to each other in
performance, he said, and the
tcum relics on its depth.
"We're ranked 19. and we

don't have a singles player ranked in the top I 00 nntionally, but
there arcn' t many teams with
players as good as we have in the
fourth, fifth and sixth seeds. All
our players arc about equal in
ability.
"I'm feeling a bit cocky right
now," smd Geatz. "The whole
team has a cocky attitude. Everybody goes into their matches
thinking they're going to win."
New Mexico will travel to
Texas this weekend where it will
meet fifth-ranked Southern
Methodist and 15th-ranked
Texas A&M, along with West
Texas State.
"We lost to West Texas State
this fall in nn exhibition match,
but I guarantee you will see a
different story this weekend,"
Gentz said.
The tennis team will hold a
banquet April 15 with Don Meredith as guest speaker. Tickets arc
$100 per couple and arc available
at the Athletic Ticket Office,

The Staff
of the
NM Daily Lobo
wishes you a belated

Happy April Fools'
Day
Watch for

"Ampersand"
inserted in
tomorrow's issue of
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Lewis Says Hoyas 'Awesome'
SEATfLE <UPll - Guv Lewis
returned to his hotd room, and
things were in great disorder.
"We were all shocked," the
Houston coach said Sunday.
At halftime of Saturday's NCAA
semifinal game between George·
town and Kentucky, the Houston
team left for its headquarters, having
earlier beaten Virginia, 49-47, in
overtime.
Kentucky was in control, 29-22,
before Georgetown's savage defense went to work. The Wildcats
shot nghastly 9 percent in the second
half, scored all of J 1 points and were
blanked for nearly I0 minutes as the
Hoy as surged to a 53-40 victory.
"I was completely in awe of them
in the second half,'· Lewis said.
"They are an awesome team, no
doubt."
Lewis gets to examine the Hoyas
firsthand tonight(9:1S p.m. EST) as
Houston meets Georgetown for the
NCAA championship. And many
think the meeting for the Cougars is
nothing more than a date with the
executioner.
"I was reading where it was
unanimous that the coaches were
picking Georgetown," Lewis said.
"But one coach did say we might
keep it close."
The Georgetown machine,
however, may not be at peak efficiency. Guard Gene Smith suffered
a strained arch against Virginia and
is on a crutch. He did not practice
Sunday but told Coach John Thompson he wants to play against
Houston.
"Gene is certainly one ofthe keys
to our team,'' Thompson said. "He
created the tempo against Kentucky.
l think it's important for him to do
that against Houston,"
If there is unanimity of opinion on
Georgetown's strength, there is
agreement on another matter - the
meeting of Patrick Ewing of
Georgetown and Akeem Olajuwon
of Houston in what amounts to the
best confrontation of centers in the
history of the NCAA title game.
"People have been talking about
the matchup,'' Olajuwon said. "I'd
like to see what I can do about it."
"It'll be Georgetown against
Houston," Ewing said. "Not myself against Olajuwon."
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Another factor could be foul
shooting. The Cougars are notoriously bad at the line, and Lewis
can't figure it out.
"It's hurt us in every close
game," he said. "I've tried everything humanly possible. I tell them
it's a free shot, nobody's guarding
you. But nothing seems to work.
"I've had guest coaches come in.
We had Calvin Murphy - one of
the best foul shooters - give a clinic. He showed them the proper
techniques, all tbe right moves.
Then we promptly went out and shot
worse.''
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The major league baseball season
opens today - the earliest starting
date in history - with four games
spread across the country from Baltimore to California.
Baseball's oldest franchise, the
Cincinnati Reds, has the traditional
honor of starting the National
League season by playing host to the
New York Mets, and there are three
games scheduled in the American
League.
The world champion Baltimore
Orioles will play host to the AL West
champion Chicago White Sox, the
Kansas City Royals entertain the
New York Yankees, and the Califor·
nia Angels play host to the Boston
Red Sox.
In a conscientious effort to avoid
as many April postponements as
possible, the schedule makers have
tried this year to take advantage of
warm weather cities and those with
domed stadiums. Therefore, the
three teams with domed stadiums Seattle and Minnesota in the AL
and Houston in the NL - will play
their first week of games at home as
will the West Coast-based teams in
Los Angeles, California, San Francisco, San Diego and Oakland.
On the other hand, the two Cana·
dian cities, Toronto and Montreal,
will not open their home seasons until the middle of the month. The Expos play their first home game April
13, and the Blue Jays open their
home campaign April 17.
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A Large Bowl of our
Spicy Green Chili Stew
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(across from State Fair Grounds) .
come in and meet Owner & Stylist, Cathy Medina
and Hair & Nail Specialists,
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Neither of the 7-footers was at his
best in the semis. Olajuwon had 12
points on just 5 shots and Ewing,
though fierce on defense in Georgetown's second-half blitz, finished
with eight points on just six shots.
"It should be a terrific matchup,''
Lewis said. ''The only difference
between them is the color of the uniform. They're very similar, both
outstanding players."
Georgetown and Houston are bidding for their first nntional title. For
the Cougars, it is their third consecutive trip to the Final Four and a
chance to quiet those who say Houston can't win the big game.
Before leaving for prnctice,
Lewis recalled the loss to North
Carolina State in the closing seconds
of the 1983 title game.
"Last year, I knew we were in
trouble," he said. "We went out
there dead. We shot it all against
Louisville (in the semifinals). It was
a sorry practice, A lot of coaches feel
that if you have a bad practice, it's a
good omen. I don't feel that way."
Georgetown again will administer
unrelenting pressure defense against
Houston. Thompson said stopping
Olajuwon and Michael Young, who
had 17 points in the semis, will be
critical.
"But you certainly have to stop
the other players,'' he said.
The No. 5 Cougars, 32-4, also go
with Rickie Winslow at forward and
Alvin Franklin, Reid Gettys and
Benny Anders at guard. Lewis said
h1s team must shoot well, get rebounds from someone other than
Olajuwon, keep the ball from Ewing
and nm the fastbrcak,
For No. 2 Georgetown, 33-3,
Ralph Dalton and David Wingate
are at forward with Michael Jackson
at guard. Should Smith be unfit,
Fred B.rown, Reggie Williams and
Horace Broadnax are ready in the
backcourt with Michael Graham and
Bill Martin up front.
Georgetown is extraordinarily
deep, perhaps more so than any team
in the country. Not so with Houston.
The Cougars did not make their first
substitution Saturday until the closing moments. Lewis acknowledges
he cannot do that against Georgetown, and Thompson would like to
think that might give him an edge.
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Serrano Ain't Goin' to the Workshop
But Them Senators Sure As Heck Is
A remedial communication~
workshop will be held for ASUNM
executives today in Marron Hall
Roorn 138. The workshop will review proper usage of pronouns,
apostrophes und the "i before c
rule."
Workshop coordinator Ruth Leslie said the workshop covers material "your busic moron was born

with," but that several ASONM exhave "about us much
knowledge of grammar as they do of
student affairs.'' Sornc senators pmtcstcd the situation isn't that bad.
"ltjustain'tso," said one senator
who wished to remain "unaniecutive~

mous.''

ASUNM President Dan SciTano
expressed outrage at the ASUNM

Plastic Bags May Be Bad
For Your Healthfulness
The American Lung Association
announced today that plastic bags
can be dangerous when placed over
the nose and mouth.
"After intense study, we've
f(mnd that breathing is severely impaired by plastic bags or sandwich

wrap when it blocks the air passages," a spokesman said.
"We've also found that people do
not adapt well to aural respiration,"
the spokesman said.
Aural respiration is the act of
breathing through the cars.

Staffers Free Selves from Wedlock;
We Knew It Wouldn't Last Anyway
The stnfl' of the New Mexico Dailv
Lihe'l is pleased nnd damned relieved
tn announce the divorce ofits daugh-

ter. Camille Cordova-Wicscn, from

its son, Jim Wiesen.
ll's a miracle.

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER

:/zt-f~and juiti(le,f

~·,.

ment" and said the computers
''had plenty of bits, but no
bytes." He also called the discus
throwers "a bunch of
freeloaders."
"Freeloaders?" asked Presid¢nt Ed Torbuk of the U.S.
Olympic Committee, • 'Despite
their looks, they're a bunch of
good guyl>."
A final decision on the U.S.
boycott wm be reached by late
July, Reagan said, "That way,
.they'll be ready to compete boycott or no boycott."
.

Brooke Not Thrilled That

Mikey Has Dumped Her
By Whisker Burns

Alexandria

1

Could this accidental double exposure be a prophecy of the
gender-conscious presidential election this year?
on stage.
"It is rumoured Osbourne is
irying to get his audiences involved
in the act and wants to have enough
bats to distribute at concerts," Love
said. "He supposedly plans to gas
the bats first and place them in containers above the audience - -like

some groups do with balloons. At
the appropriate time, the containers
will be opened, and the bats will be
dropped."
The protesters remained on the
scene until police arrived. Although
the concert went on, it did not sell
out as expected.

Rock 8r Roll
specials nightly
Monday 50¢, draft 9-1
Tuesday $1 well and draft
Wednesday ladies night 10-12
Thursday free beer and taco night 10-12

~

President Reagan s&id Sunday
in an impromptu news conference that the American Olympic
ream may be forced to ''skip'' the
1984 summer Olympic games in
Los Angeles.
The president cited three
reasons for the possible boycott,
He said the Russians sold the Un·
ited States 12 skinny pigs, fiv~;~
falllty computers and added,
"our discus team is terrible."
Reagan called the pigs • '3 bad
blow to the Agriculturaf Depart.

April 3·7 INCOGNITO
April 10·14 SHAKERS
OPEN
MONDAY· FRIDAY
8AM·9PM
SATURDAY IOAM·4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT.
A little harder to find but worth it.
217·503 I

By Ure In

~·

8J.rdS - - - - - - -

!Bofd{a11e p'tlnt

lv
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Senate's illiteracy and urged the senate to attend. 'T m embarrassed to
be here with yourselves," he told
them.
When asked if be planned to
attend, Serrano produced his
"R.I.P." which states, "Although I
realize the importents of the work
your doing,! can not atcnd the workshop. Hopefully, the Senate will all
be thier. I suport you're intetTest in
making our govcrment a more compatent organzation. Pleese except
my regrets."
"As you can sec," Serrano said
with a wink, "I'm not just another
pretty face. I know this writing bit
insides out."
The free workshop is sponsored
by the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to the English Language,
and the DEFICIT! (Darned Enraged
Faculty In Charge of Instructing
Total Idiots). One-day scholarships
of$5,000 arc being offered to Serrano's aides and PEC Chairman Frank
Parks for participation in the workshop.

continued from page 7
entered the office of a record company executive and bit the head off a
dead dove so the executive would
remember him.
"l am suspicious of that incident," Dove said. "I don't believe
the bird was already dead. They said
he found the bird dead. r believe it
was murdered. I think Osbume's
people are involved in a coverup."
A spokesman for the bat community, Radar Love, said Osbourne
has hired people to hunt bats to usc

I'

Olympic Quashers
Pigs, Bytes, Guys

BIGVALLB'F

RA-CK COMPAM'F
Steak luu It Lmae
8904 Menaul NE

Think you're
pregnant?
Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancy Test. It's the
same as a hospital test.
You're on your own for the first time and life is a lot different
now. If you think you might be pregnant, you want to know for
sure. This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy
Test. Its the exact same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide. So you
know Predictor is accurate.
·. . . . ,
, .· .
Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your periOd.
It's convenient and gives you results in
just one hour. Think you're pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with
confidence, it's the lest method used in .
over 2,000 American hospitals.

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy
more accurately. l...::::::r=.::~~:

Thousands of hysterical pubescent women rejoiced Sunday night
when the society news of the century
was released: Michael Jackson has
dumped Brooke Shields,
Although the romance was
"doomed from the start," as Jackson's press secretary said, it endured
longer than most had anticipated.
"No rom&nce can last if both people
are dumb, 'plasticine perfomers,"
said the press secretary. "I'm glad
the waiting is over."
Jackson said in a phone interview
that he dumped Brooke for "purely
personal reasons. She alw&ys
wanted me to take off my glove, and
it was too much for me to handle.''
Shields said that although the
glove bothered her, the real reason
for the split was his nosejob. "I
wanted one just like it, and he
wouldn't tell me where to go." She
added that Jackson said "very mean
things" about her eyebrows, which
have been compared with Neanderthal traits in the past.
However, it seems the dashing
Mr. Jackson may have found a replacement sidekick. "She's only
five feet tall and doesn't wear suits,
but it's love. She's real smart, too,
but she corrects my grammar all the
time," Jackson said.
Shields' mother, Terri Shields,
said Brooke plans to sue for desertion or possibly trump up a palimony
case. "I don't care if they never
lived together; she's my baby and
my meal ticket," the infamous

stage-mother said. "Anytime
Brooke gets into the news, you can
bet your sweet *#:1***that I need to
get in on the action too.
So, hysterical pubescent women,
hang on to your hat~. M<~ybe
Michael will come your way when
he's done with his midget genius.

Colson Loses Megabuck Deal
By Side Burns
University of New Mcxit'o haskethall Coach Gary Colson dtd not
sign a two-year multimillion-dollar
contract Saturday because of what
he called "a dumb oversight."
Colson said the oversight was ~o
dumb, it may take days before he
decides whether to continue as Lobo
mentor.
He and UNM Athletic Director
John Bridgers held a secret meeting

at the Acapulco Tu~o~ and Burritos
stand on San Mateo to discus:. final
details of the contract.
"We met. we dbcus.,cd and nnw
I'm disp.ustcd with the whole situa·
tion." Co bon said.
It sccms thut neither Colsnn nm
Bridgers brought a pen with ink.
"Bridp.crs said he was going to bring
one." Colson said. "The pen he
brought was from the 19th century,
and he forgot to bring some ink.
Now that's dumb."

('olson said th~ employees ol dw
w.-11-known burrito '>tnnd tried to
help. "1 apprcdat~d their cffo11s.
They must have had ~00 pencils, hut
no on~ came up with a pen.
"1 dashed over to a nearby insuran•·~· agency. but they said they only
had red ink. Sip.n a contract with red
ink'/ No way. man- I want blue."
Considering the mishap. Colson
said everything turned out fine.
•·Bridgers was sorry for the incident
and picked up the t;lb," Colson said.
Bridgers had no comment.

Mrs. Reagan Starts Eleemosynary Fund for Dodos
By Brenda Starr and Clark Kent

Sally Elizabeth Cormorant, a first
grader at the M&dison Avenue Jones
First lady Nancy Reagan kicked Elementary School, said she was
off her "Dimes for Dodos" cam- glad to be giving up her allowance
paign Friday. The campaign in- and most of the funds saved for her
volves asking defenseless and gulli· college education to the dodo drive.
ble children to save their dimes in
"I may never get to be the elecorder to restore the extinct bird to the trical engineer my daddy wants me
to be, but I will have helped restore
ecosystem.
Speaking at the Smithsonian In- the dodo to the planet," Cormorant
stitution in front of a dinosaur dis- said.
When asked if there weren't more
play, Reagan spoke to about 50
grade school children and as many needy groups for drives, such as the
starving children of Africa, Asia or
secret service agents.
"I am asking all you darling kids South America, Reagan seemed surto save yourdirncs so we can restore prised.
''Everyone knows that all the
the dodo," said Reagan through her
normal unconvincing grimace starving people in the world are
starving by choice," the first lady
which passes as a smile.

said. "It's their own fault for not
having rain or being able to feed
their own people."
Al:.o at the Smithsonian, Reagan,
who ate several Valiums as she
swore under her breath at the "vicious brats" who were innocently
giving her their hard-c~med dime.s,
announced the campatgn she wtll
start in May.
"l want all of you to start saving
your dollars too," she said, "because in May, we start the ·Dollars
for Dishes' drive here in
Washington."
Reagan said children in Grenada
and Chile were helping in both the
dodo and dishes fund drives.

When girls want a vacation
filled with fun, sun and romance,
they go to Fort Lauderdale ...

Where all your dreams come true

D. Dove
In an unrelated incident, an estimated 300 hundred cows from local
ranches staged demonstrations in
front of several record stores to protest the current heavy metal trend in
music.
Brown Cow, leader of the group,
said they were not protesting the
music itself, but rather the heavy
metal tradition of wearing leather
and the popularity of the music that
has c&Used a high demand for leather
products.
"Before this music became popular, people used leather for traditional things like purses, boots and
belts," Cow said, "but now there is
a large demand for leather pants,
skirts and accessories that I don't
care to mention.
"We have been put under an unnatural amount of pressure to pro·
duce," Cow continued. "There is
just so much we can do."
"We think that once people are
aware of the strain this demand is
putting on cows, they will tum to
plastic and vinyl," Cow said.
"Otherwise, we will have to tum to
more drastic measures."
The cows had received <1 permit to
conduct a peaceful demonstration.
Although the police were nearby,
they did not try and stop the protest
as the cows were within the restrictions of the perrrlit.
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Lack of Quack Prompts Search
Mtdl.tl'l ··1 J 1l ·· ( i.I!Iq•"'

lu a not "~-'•llrpri'lll!! utov,· to
d.t\ :\'i!J:"JM J>rc,itknt J;att
· Swank11" Sc•n ano arnH>tHI<:l~d Ius
dl"''"' l11r th<' t:hairlllan ol tl~<.· 1:ni
Vt'I''H:. ·, m:wcst \l"arch ''"llllilltlc.:.
!luck hnd.

A. Duck
Serrano, or "Swanks" to his
cohort~. said he would be pleased to
~ubmit former ASUNM President

ll'llll<'

to

bt•ad a tlllllllllllt't' Ill v.hat S,·rra!lll
<albl "a ••ollkn opportunit) lot
'\Sl'N!\1 !11 infJIIrak .tHollit:r •c'!'
nwut o! t!Ji, l .!ll\lT,JI:, and >l"fl'W it

up

l 'mvcr~IIV ol N~w \kxtt'''
ha'> -.uJ lt'J<:d a 'ocn·n.: du<:k 'hurta~t:.
on<! '"urc·c elm<' to the duck ponu
ctlling th.: Ia, k ol qu,"k a "duck
dch<:il."
!lu,·k Hnd. a 'can:h -:ummittcc
based on n:cruitml!nl techniques of
failing southern California universi·
tics, has been pushed at ASUNM
Senate meetings by Serrano.
. "Yeah, he would come in and
start flapping his arms," said one
senator, who wished not to be identified. "We thought he wasn't getting
enough oxygen."
!'lie·

University of New Mexico
President John Perovich
announced Sunday why he will
not be staying on as top dog at
UNM.
"It's because, try as I might, I
c;m't come up with a good nickname," Perovich saitl.
"Nicknames make you M>Und
'with it,' make people respect
you," he said. "Look at the last
president~ William Davis.
How can you not like a guy with
the nickname of 'Bud'!"'
"And Marvin Johnson. The
guy can't cook or play tennis, and
they call him 'Swede,"' he
added. "Look how long he's
been here -· it's because he ha.~
a swell handle.''
'"Mac' Hull, 'Lenny' Napolitano, 'Bub' Henry, 'Redd'
Aiken, 'Coach' Colson, the list
goes on. Look at "fed' Martinez
and 'Fred' Harris - look at. the

terrific jobs Toney gave them.
It's because they have cute
names," the president added.
When asked what names he'd
considered, Perovich replied,
"Well, 'Long Tall John' crossed
my mind. 'Lonesome John' was
another. May be 'Hank'Hank Perovich -- that would
get those conservatives in the
state Legislature to like me.''
A rumor that he might choose
the name "Stardust" is untrue,
Perovich said.
''No, not that. I know I smile a
lot, but that's going a little far,"
he said.
''What can I do? You can hang
a hat on a name like 'John"' he
added.
.People interested in submitting
names or ducks willing to live in
the duck pond and not hang
around the south golf course
should send them to John
"John" Perovich. Better yet,
send them to PA Executive
Search Group in New York City.

GOLDEN KEY
SCHOLAR

OF THE
MONTH

By E. Clair
and F, Stop Fitzhemingstein
Provo, Utah. The namc conjures
up images of majestic mountains,
snowy mornings, elegant hotels and
of course, the best dining this side of

Gallegos said the duties of the
committee will include politely
asking ducks not affiliated with
other campuses to "get interested in
the UNM experience and try out our
pnnd," in general.
"We also want students involved.
When you sec a duck picking up his
things and waddling down to the
parking lot, stop him and ask him
politely not to go. It's easy- people have said it to me, oh, at lca~t
twice," Gallegos said.

If you thought Gov. Toney
Anaya's "bullet train" idea was a
terrific way to get to and from Albuquerque and Santa Fe real quick,
wait 'til you see "High-tecll
Toney's" latest gig.
The proposal involves combining
the ideas of two pf the governor's
most far-fetched high-tech ideas Tcchnet, the statewide electronic
computer system, and the highspeed bullet train.
Under the proposal, Tcchnet,
which will be able to carry video,
microwave and data transmissions
statewide, will also be able to transmit matter in the form of highenergy particles,
Human beings, packages, cargo,
even barbeque pizza could be con·
vertcd into energy and fired down
the pike at speeds you wouldn't even
want to know about. An extremely
sophisticated computer at each terminal would sort the human energy
from plain old data transmissions
and reassemble them into something
d~?sely resembling what they were
before.
"Reagan has his 'Star Wars defense,"' the governor said. "I have
my 'Star Trek' transportation
system.
"The advantages of such a system
are obvious," he said. "Not only

Democracy at work: Rep. Pumphancpe demon.strates the
"capital outlay procedure" to Rep. Fttzgree~y m ~opes of
convincing him of the importance of a certam publtc works
bill.

would it attract high tech-business.
thrill seekers and 'Star Trek'
groupies, it would make rny
statewide educational rallying a lot
easier."
Anaya claims the increased revenue from businesses and other
fruitcakes attracted to the state will
help pay the estimated $317 billion
the system will cost. That figure is
several hundred times the entire
state budget recently passed .by the
..
Legislature.
Conservative members of the
Legislature are predictably resistant
to such a major outlay. Senate
Minority Leader Joe Mercer said,
"Well, maybe the governor is small
enough to fit in those cables, but I
sure won't ride it."
Sen. Les Houston has already
published full-page ads entitled "A
Common Sense Solution for

Wendy's Incorporated hamburger
chain has infiltrated our southern
neighbors, Mexico, with the same
slogan used in the United States "Where's the beefl"
The infamous slogan was made
famous in Mexico by an older
woman, Juanita Tenorio. "I saw the

i

CHINESE FILM SHOWING

:
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Strange Friends 6
Llau Zhong-kai
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Tu•sdoy. April 3, 6:30 p.m.
Sub Th•ot,. •• No Admission chorg•

•
:

Sporuoted by Vi~Hng 0.10f!l<' SchofOI Gooup

i

Toney's Tcchnct" in New Mexico
newspapers.
"The job could be done just as
efficiently and with more accountability by using sling shots," Houston said. The Senator was also
quoted as saying to the governor.
''Oh, go grow eight inches."

*

ties of Joe's Spic and Span. For Camille, it's the Barbeque
Pizza in a Cup, for Jim, it's the Hubcap Burger. They will share
the order of Chicken McLugnuts.
available - before-dinner cockthe Mississippi.
We took our honeymooners to all tails in a sock, Maritinis in a Maillot!
the five·star restaurants in Provo, and Chablis in a Chemise with the
and our young daughter to each fast· meal. J .J. was kind enough to overfood joint in town. The results were look, in the interest of our newlyweds, the customary $5 capping
incredible.
The Provo Excalibcr Hotel: A fcc mandatory in Utah. Whata guy.
charming place to hang your hat, or
Included in the alanningly low
in this case, your resistance to fine price of the Bridal Dinner was
dining in the tradition of Latter Day Chocolate Mousse Served in a Downy. Snow White Diaper. Camille
Saints.
Our honeymooners deserved the and Jim said they'd encountered nobest, of course, so we ordered the thing finer in all their days. Wait
bridal dinner: Beef Bourginon in a until your anniversary, kids.
We left our lovebirds to sup in
Brogan for Jim and Petard Flambe
for Camille. This came with a res- private and took our young daugh·
plendent salad (our waiter, ter, Winona, to the first fast·food

Staffers Marry;
Kids Awaited · ·
In keeping with the fine family
traditions of a certain, nameless
state, the staff of the New Mexico
Daily Libel is pleased and damned
relieved to announce the marriage of
its daughter, Camille Cordova, to its
son, Jim Wiesen.
May all their children be hyd·
rocephalic.

American advertisements and prac·
ticed hard," Tenorio said.
Her version of the slogan "Donde esta el carne?" -has
boosted the hamburger from 10th to
second place, only one billion burgers behind the leading hamburger
chain, "Heraldo's Hamburgesas Y
Polio."
"We'rehappy with Juanita's con•
tribution," said Ed Miller, a cold
storage worker. "Hell- she's
helping me keep this job."
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GARDEN COURT RESTAURANT &
THE BEVERAGE IS fREE!
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In the Warm
Atmosphere of
an Old Adobe House,
Replete with Beamed
Ceilings, fireplace « Stained
Glass Windows, You can
t:qjoy Our l'lew Mexican
Speciality
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CARNE ADOVADA

woodwar d

l'IION·SAT 11am·10pm
416YALE, SE
255-0973
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CAST YOUR BALLOT

A ballot box will also be available in the GSA office ~ Rtn. 200 NM Union
8 • .5 pm Mon - Thurs April 2 - 5
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• fiNE NEW MEXICAN fOODS •
SERVING
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Call GSA (3803) for times and places.
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the store Ho~rs 8:30-12 1-4:30 . -

Polls will he set up throughout campus, in departments, and North Campus

He is a rnernbe!' of ETA KAPPA NU (EE Honorary).
Mohammed enjoys soccer, picnics and joggittg.
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ManY Photographic SerVI

THE GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
ELECTIONS
MON - THURS APRIL 2 - 5
is majoring in electrical engineering and has u GPA of 3.4.
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133230 Seagull Blvd. East. Provo.
Joe's Spic and Span Cafe.
Just like the name says - a very
clean establishment. Try the spam
casserole with free T-shirt included.
1158 Brigham Young Washington
Ave. West, Provo.
* Sal's Used Garnisjl Shoppe,
Provo's Largest Used Salad (~ar·
nish Dealer. Caters mostly to large
hotels and VIP's Big Boy but will
make allowances for eager tourists.
Try the orange slices, but steer clear
of the watches he sells. 77298 Provo
Dump Rd., Provo.

.. I Media Services
Instructiona

Pacheco

VOTE

good music (strolling cellists), superb service. I 157 Brigham Young
Washington Ave. West, Provo.
* McDoodlc's, Provo. Great
taste treats, similar to that of all
McDoodlcs's in the United States.
Try the Chicken McLugnuts or the
Hubcap McBurgcrs. No entertainment offered unless it's somcbody's
birthday. 666 Infidel Lane South,
Provo.
Pizza Smut. Just like all the
others with the added attraction of
offering straws with the Cup-0·
Meals. A treat for the voungsters.

fkRDn

Ron

A Pro..., l.uder...For • Chin.,.

Scott Caraway

Another one of Joe's satisfied customers bites into what Joe
calls "the freshest chicken sandwich this side of Dove Creek."

Ol11tiJ10 pegJ

:
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The Colonel has often been at:cuscd of being stuffy and old
f11shioned, hut we disl'Ovcrcd a new
item added to the plethora of tine
Southern taste sensations: Kentucky
Fried Chipmunk. Although the little
buggers arc small, they hit the
proverbial spot like no other deepfried whole rodent can.
For breakfast the next day, Camille and Jim remained in their room
and said they went with room service. Sure. We took Winona down
to the Exca/iber Brcakf'aM Nook and
fed her baked eggs on the half shell
and nutritious· Malt-0-Mcal Delight.
Our noon repast was a true wonder. We found a diamond in the
rough next door to our hotel: Joe's

So for your fine dining experience, don't miss Provo. As a brief
summary of the veritable stcamtable
of gastronomic fun offered, we have
provided the following list:
The Provo Excaliber Hotel,
Scan Caraway
Downtown
Provo. Fine dining,
A couple of our staff members are tempted to try the special·

The Beef Finds Its Way to Mexico

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

e

Coloud.

Camille and Jim shared a tastylooking order of Spam in a Shirt
while the three of us had the incomparable Tuna in a Shoe. Joe's
Bloody Marys in a Nostril are a zesty
combination of spice and unMormon fun. Not to be missed.

Steve Shoup

"*

rc,taurant on our list: The Vcllcmblc

Spic and Span Cafe. Offering Safe,
Sanitary and Succulent Dini11g to
Our Patrons.

Toney's Latest Gig Promising

••

MOHAMMED ABU-DABIS

Washington Monument · 'J .J. ·'
Washington. said the vegetables
came directly from Sal's Used Garnish Shoppc in Greater Provo) and a
pint of the finest vinaigrette dressing.
To drink. we ordered the finest

"That's silly - nobody makes a
decoy that can st<tnd in reception
lines or even photographs well. I
vow not to cut corners by bringing in
something that doesn't quack when
harrassed by unleashed dogs," Gallegos said.

"Usually, when someone says
'deficit,' I try to find something else
to do, like get Frank Parks as PEC
chairman. But this is just ducks.
With Michael as chairman, l know
we can get more Donalds and Daffys

,\iii<•'·,

Honeymooners Find Fine Fare

A'>k<:d if am mal!anh \lliU!d he
..• orl•tdctt·d "' r~i.Ttllt,, S.:rrano ~aiu.
"'N" do~n't l·arc v.hat '>CX. th.:v arc.
ju't a, lnng a' lhc) floaL" ·
(iulkj!O', WlJ<N!' ll<tnW WtJI gn heJon• Ule uuo!Iidal "Love a Duck,
<'h<'UI Your !'ric nd.," co;illtion,
lonncd after "cwral ASUNM 'CU:Itors di 'cowrcd the duck pond hud
been uraincu in ihc fall '>emcsr.:r.
was asked if his >lock portrolio contained any name~ of decoy manufacturers.

No-Nickname Perovich
Reveals Moniker Woes
By Steve "Scooby Doo" Shoup

.
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DROP BY AN
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to stomp him.''
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"It ain't no sin if you
crack a few laws now and
then, just so long as you
don't break any."
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ASUNM Prez, Pals
Wage Canuck War
B.v Kristic. .Jones
Thl' As~ociated Students of the
llnivcrsity of New Mexico declared
war on Canada today.
ASUNM President Dan Serrano
... md. "We had to do something.
Smct: we're all out of money for this
war - and next year, for that matter - we decided to bomb the
(';muck~. All they ever do is drink
bel'!' anyway.''
ASlJNM Vice President Vince
Bal·a expressed a great dislike for
··our l'ommunist neighbor'> to the
north" but could not locate the
i.'lllmtty on a map. "Isn't Canada
·.nmcwherc ncar Colorado'?" he
a-.kcll.
An anonymous senator said most
ot the moncv for ammunition and
tronps would. come from funds used
tor the Child Care Co-op, but that
ASUNM might dig into the resources of the Disabled Vcterans
Association.
Serrano said the troops would
come from the Graduate Student
Association, the Duplicating Center
staff and Parking Services. He also
said that those with unpaid library or
Student Health Center fees would be
subject to the dntft.
"We don't know how else to do
it. Maybe later we'll pick from our
candidacy petitions," Serrano said.
"I sort of wish we hadn't run out
of money so fast. If we had been
given more, this never would have
happened," he said. "The only

thing left is to dabble in international
politics, like when we called for removal ofU .S. troops from Grenada.
''That was sort of fun, so we think
this will be too.''

Birds Attack
Ozzy Fans
By L.P. Record
Hundrcdo;; of doves and bats
attacked Ozzy Osbourne com:ertgoers at Tingley Coliseum Saturday
in protest against the popular rock
star's performance.
The winged creatures descended
upon the crowd, nipping at necks
and heads, driving it back away
from the entrance to the coliseum
and ticket windows. Although no
one was seriously hurt, several were
treated for rabies at Lovelace Hospital.
David Dove, spokesman for the
birds, said the attack was in protest
agains Osbourne's eating habits.
"Doves are birds of peace,"
Dove said. "To be slaughtered on
stage, in front of thousands of peo·
pic, undermines what we stand
for."
Osbourne has a reputation for eating the heads off doves and bats as
part of his performance. He once

continued on page 9

McMoonrise over McDonald's

Coronado Feels the Heat Once Again;
As~estos-Lined Mattresses May Help
The west wing of Coronado Hall
was gutted by fire Sunday in what
authorities believe is that dormitory's 767th "deliberately set" con·
flagration this semester.
No one was injured in the empty
residence hall, which has been repeatedly evacuated by fires which
occur at an average of one every 12
minutes.
Firefighters from Station 3, situated about 50 yards east of Coronado
for obvious reasons, arrived at the
scene before the fire began.
When asked why his crew came
before there was a fire, Chief
Richard Smokcchoker of Station 3
replied, "Well, it had been 16 going
on 17 minutes since we'd had a fire
there. We started to get nervous, so
we decided to head on over.''
Fit·efighters were hampered in
their efforts to contain the blaze by
concealed beer kegs exploding from

the heat. Since all fire extinguishers
had been stolen and the plastic nozzles on fire hoses had melted from
previous blazes, early efforts by
dorm advisers to fight the fire
proved useless.
Few dorm residents noticed the
damage as they returned home from
parties Sunday night.
Jess "A.nimal" Hazknocker
stumbled through charred beer cans
and plopped down on the mound of
charcoal that was his desk and said,
"Fire? No kidding'.?"
Ron ''Animal'' Kulpeger surveryed the scorched corridors and
said, "Is that why it's so dark? I
thought someone had just busted all
the lights again.''
When asked what steps would be
taken to renovate the dorm, housing
Dean Randy Bocglin said, .. Well,
we '11 probably have another roompainting contest. Give these animals

a few gallons of paint and they'll
never know the difference."
Meanwhile, the New Mexico Dai·
Ly Lobo has learned of high concentrations of asbestos in Coronado
Hall. In an effort to reduce the fires,
the housing department has purchased more than 100 asbestos-lined
mattresses and installed them in
Coronado.
The mattresses arc covered with
about an inch of loose asbestos,
which flakes off when touched.
An unidentified housing department source said. "So what if you
look like a prickly pear when you get
up in the morning, just as long as
none of the stuff gets in your lungs.''
A state environmental improve·
mcnt division official refused to in~
vestigate the asbestos, saying. "I'm
not setting one foot in that inferno!
I'm going to investigate something
safe, like hydrogen sulfide."

Mayor Offers Bright Ideas for Ghetto
By Rug Burns

Alexandria King

Mayor Kinney milks his job for everything it's worth.

.. The student ghetto should be
completely leveled by bulldozers
and dumped into Tingley Beach,"
Albuquerque Mayor Harry Kinney
said to a group of about 300 people
Sunday at the first Street People
Convention on Harvard Street.
Kinney, fjcltcd by cans and bottles heaved by angry conveners, was
the guest speaker on the last day of
the four~day convention.
"We mustn't be deceived," Kinney said. "This place is a mess!"
Kinney proposed the area be
leveled so that city developers could
begin rejuvenating the "ghetto. tt
"A cuppala sticks of dynamite, and
we'll have this place looking better
in no time/' Kinney said.
Among Kinney's suggestions for
the area were:
0 To expand the drive-through
at the Central and Yale McDonald's.
0 Luring other fast-food enterprises into the area by offering. con~
siderable tax exemptions.
0 Building a park complete with

the most tnnovative swingsets on the
market.
After his hour-long speech, the
conveners chanted, '"No swingsets,'' and ''The ghetto is ours' • harmoniously for almost five minutes,
and when they finally quieted, Kinney responded.
"Every other school in this great
city of ours has swing sets but UNM.
Monte Vista and Mark Twain
Elementry schools have swingsets. I
believe the youngsters at UNM have
a right to swing/'
In othet convention happenings,
Pete Fitzgerald, hannonica and twostringed banjd player, was elected
president of the Street People Asso~
dation.
Fitzgerald received only two
more votes than the runnerup,
Winona Arizona. "Winona's a great
friend and plays an excellent wash~
board," Fitzgerald said. "l guess I
just got lucky,"
Fitzgerald said that his speech on
McDonald's coffee was well re~
ceived and probably the biggest factor for the success in his campaign.

ln his campaign, Fitzgerald repeM
atedly spoke of the restaurant's coffee. In one of his speeches, Fitzgerald said, "McDonald's coffee is
good. lf you like cream, they have
'half and half.' and if you can scrape
up enough dough to buy one of their
coffee cups, you get free coffee for a
year...
But Fitzgerald said he was
opposed to the Kinney proposal that
the McDonald's drive-up be expanded.
"Hell no, 1 don't want no driveup,'' Fitzgerald said. "Krazy Kid is
the only guy in the association who
owns a vehicle."

Snafu
The New Mexico Daily Lobo
was error~ free Friday. The staff
regrets the error.

